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Summer tariffs
With the Panorama Kanzelbahn (KB) and the Gerlitzen-Gipfelbahn 
(GB) within 30 minutes to the Gerlitzen summit.

Panorama–Kanzelbahn (KB) 
and Gerlitzen–Gipfelbahn (GB)

Panorama–Kanzelbahn (KB) 
and/or 

Gerlitzen–Gipfelbahn (GB)

summit ticket: 
4 sections
(KB + GB, 

ascents and 
descents 

respectively)

3 sections
(KB ascent 

and descent 
+ 1 x GB 

ascent or 
descent)

2 sections 
(KB and/

or GB, 
 your choice)

1 section
(KB or GB, 

your choice)

LS MS LS MS LS MS LS MS

Adult 33.00 35.00 31.00 32.50 28.50 30.50 25.00 26.50

Youth 25.00 26.50 23.50 24.50 21.50 23.00 19.00 20.00

Children 18.50 19.50 17.50 18.00 16.00 17.00 14.00 15.00

Child in family 
unit* 16.00 17.00 15.00 15.50 14.00 14.50 12.00 13.00

Seniors 30.50 32.50 28.00 30.00 26.50 28.50 23.50 25.00 

Other tickets

Dog transport 5.00

Pleasure ticket 
Adults 41.50/ Children 24.00 

A combination of cable car ride and main course as per the daily 
offer in the Gerlitzen Gipfelhaus

Summit ticket with 
Kärnten Card 

One free ascent and descent per day; 
(Bring photo ID!)

* Family unit: child/children accompanied by at least one adult person. 
In families with 3 or more children, the youngest child travels free of 
charge. If the family consists of more than three children, every additional 
third child also travels free of charge. The family price can only be 
granted if the tickets are purchased together and at the same time. Proof 
of age required.

Collapsible prams can be transported up the mountain on both lifts 
free of charge. We recommend the pram-friendly Kanzelhöhe circuit.

Wheelchairs can be transported with the Kanzelbahn. However, it 
must not be wider than 60 cm or must be collapsible. Occupants 
must be able to enter the gondola without a chair, as it is 
transported separately.

Paraglider transport
all tickets incl. passenger transport, launch fee & 
luggage, free descent in bad flight conditions

LS MS

Paraglider acent Kanzelbahn 29.00 30.50

Paraglider ascent summit 36.00 38.00

Day ticket (daily unlimited ascents, €5,- key card deposit, 
with photo - not transferable!)

49.00

6 Ascents (transferable 240 point card, KB 20 points, GB 20 points) 146.00

Paraglider transport with Kärnten Card (one ascent a day) 7.00

Bike transport
all tickets incl. bicycle and passenger transport. PRO-
litzen Trail operator: Gerlitzen Bikepark GmbH, Kids Bike 
Park operator: Ski and snowboard school Gerlitzen 
Villach GmbH & Co. KG

LS MS

Bike acent Kanzelbahn 32.00 33.50

Bike acent summit (descent via Gerlitzenstrasse) 38.00 39.50

Day ticket Kanzelbahn (Unlimited ascents daily, €5,- key card deposit, 
with photo - non-transferrable!)

41.00

4 hour ticket Kanzelbahn (within the 4 hours unlimited ascent Kanzelbahn, 
with photo - not transferable!)

39.50

Bike transport fee Kanzelbahn with Kärnten Card 
(one ascent a day)

10.50

Bike transport fee summit with Kärnten Card 
(one ascent a day)

13.50

AD. CHILD

Kids Bike Park combo ticket  
(Ascent & descent Kanzelbahn + entry Kids Bike Park)

40.50 27.00

Season times: 
Main season(MS) 1.7.2024 - 31.8.2024 
Low season (LS) until 30.6.2024 and from 1.9.2024

Age limits:  
Children: born 2009–2017, children under 6 years old up to the birth year 2018 
travel on the lap of their parents free of charge!  
Youth: born 2005–2008.  
Seniors: born 1958 and earlier

Top hiking tours
Follow the colored pictograms on the signposts when hiking 
on the mountain.

I  Traumbogen Circuit
II   Kostale Path
III   Seppl Hütte Circuit 
IV   Bergeralm Circuit
V  Kanzelhöhe Circuit 
VI   Gerlitzen Summit to Kanzelbahn
VII  4 Huts Tour 

Mountain climb
Challenging trails for experienced hikers and mountain 
runners. For the descent back into the valley we 
recommend the gondola.
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Hiking paradise 
Gerlitzen Alpe

The adventure mountain located in the 
heart of Carinthia. Family friendly walking 
routes, easy circular routes or a challenging 
alpine path – it’s all there. At Gerlitzen Alpe, 
the whole family can discover the many-
faceted world of the Nockberge mountains on 
numerous well-marked hiking routes. 

Delicious time-out
On the mountain you will encounter many huts 
with cozy sun decks, homemade snacks and 
culinary delights. Many of the products served 
here have regional origin, are of high quality 
and derive from sustainable agriculture. Treat 
yourself and dive into Carinthia’s delicious 
traditional cuisine!

Trails for the young 
and the old

The lake.bike Kids Bike park offers various 
biking options for kids and teens, starting 
at the age of 3. The “Bino Trails” were 
specifically equipped for kids’ and teens’ 
demands, so that everybody can ride safely. 
Experienced mountain bikers should try the 
Prolitzen Singeltrail, leading from Kanzelhöhe 
down to Annenheim valley station.

Paragliding with lake view
At Gerlitzen Alpe, paragliders find the perfect 
conditions for an unforgettable flight over 
the lake Ossiach. Due to its special thermic 
situation, this mountain is a paradise for 
aviation sports. For all those not keen 
enough, there is still the option of witnessing 
spectacular take-offs at Gerlitzen peak. For 
more information on flight schools and tandem 
flights, please see www.gerlitzen.com.

Family Adventures
If you do not feel like hiking, the whole family 
can visit the Kanzelhöhe Adventure Arena: 
enjoy a ride on the summer tubing course, 
explore the wooden ball track, drive electric 
go-karts and feel the adrenalin on the high 
ropes course. All of these and many more 
activities will make your visit unforgettable!

Restaurants and huts

Operation hours 
9.5. - 12.5. / 18.5. - 6.10. / 26.10. - 3.11.  
(we reserve the right to make changes due to weather conditions)

Low season: (May, June, September, November)

until 30.6. and from 1.9. operation with lunch break

Kanzelbahn cable car: 9:00 - 12:00 and 12:45 - 17:00 h  
Gipfelbahn chairlift: 9:10 - 12:15 and 13:00 - 16:45 h

Main season: (July, August)

from 1.7. - 31.8.  
continuous operation without lunch break

Kanzelbahn cable car: 9:00 - 17:00 h  
Gipfelbahn chairlift: 9:10 - 16:45 h 

From 1 July to 31 August in the event of bad  
weather: Kanzelbahn „Raindrop ride”.

Outside of the main season, in the event of bad weather, 
there is no scheduled operation of the cable car.

Easy ascent to the peak
Starting at Annenheim valley station, you 
can reach Gerlitzen peak (1.911 m above sea 
level) with a cable car and a chairlift within 
30 minutes. On top of the mountain, you 
can enjoy a breathtaking 360° panorama 
overlooking Carinthia’s beautiful mountain 
and lake scenery. This is the ideal place to 
escape from hectic everyday life – just leave 
all stress and worries behind.

Kanzelhöhe Adventure Arena
Kanzelbahn Children’s Park

Wooden ball track, playground and electric go-karts open 
from 19.5. until 3.11. summer tubing and bungee-trampoline 
open daily from 22.6. until 8.9. 
(Changes in opening times are subject to weather conditions)

Info: www.gerlitzen.com  
Opening hours: 10:00 - 16:30 
Contact details: +43 4248 2722 17 
Tickets: Ticketing at the cash desk Kanzelhöhe next to 
Kanzelbahn mountain station. Parents are responsible 
for their children.

With the Gerlitzen summit ticket 
to 1911m above sea level and 
back again.
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 Self service

 Service

 Card payment

*  For opening times, please contact the 
operators of the huts directly.

Children’s Park Tariffs
Children‘s park combo ticket 
(1h tubing, wooden ball, 1x bungee trampoline)

21.50

Sommer Tubing day ticket  
(from 4 years, minimum height 1m)

14.50

Sommer Tubing  1 hour ticket  
(from 4 years, minimum height 1m)

9.50

Sommer Tubing ½ hour ticket  
(from 4 years, minimum height 1m)

7.50

Bungee ticket  
(minimum weight 15 kg, time approx. 10 min)

10.50

Mini electric go-karts - 1 ride (3 – 12 years) 2.00 / coin

Wooden ball track - wooden ball (unlimited use) 5.00

 Gipfelhaus 
Gerlitzen

1   

+43 (0) 4248 28 81

Pöllinger  
Hütte

3

+43 (0) 4248 28 89

Zur Kammerhütte
5

+43 (0) 664 306 08 29

Sunn Ålm  
Gerlitzen

 7

+43 (0) 664 531 84 14

Cielo Mountain 
Lounge Bar

9

 +43 (0) 664 531 84 14

Alpengasthof 
Pacheiner

2

+43 (0) 4248 28 88

Neugarten-
Almseehütte

 4

+43 (0) 664 230 93 93

Steinwenderhütte
 6

 +43 (0) 660 129 14 90

Seppl  
Hütte

 8

+43 (0) 664 455 49 42

Kanzelstub’n

10

+43 (0) 4248 32 53

lake.bike Kids Bike Park
From May to September you can have fun riding on 
trails, wave tracks and steep curves in the Kids Bike Park.
Infos: www.bikepark-gerlitzen.at 

Opening hours: 10:00 - 16:30 
Contact details: +43 4248 3222 
Tickets: Ticketing and rental directly on site

High Ropes Course
Active outdoor entertainment in Carinthia‘s largest high 
ropes course and highest 9-hole mini golf course. Open 
on Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays in the low 
season from May to June. Open daily in the high season 
from July to September including the autumn holidays.

Infos: www.adventurepark-gerlitzen.at
Opening hours: 10:00 - 17:00 
Contact details:  +43 664 46 85 651  
Tickets: Ticketing directly on site.

The Gerlitzen Alpe has been awarded the 
“Best Austrian Summer Mountain Railways” 
seal of quality! This seal from the Cable 
Car Association of the Austrian Chamber 
of Commerce stands for quality-tested 

adventures and regular controls.



gerlitzen.com

More information
Gerlitzen-Kanzelbahn 
and weather hotline

Kanzelplatz 2 
9520 Annenheim

Tel.: +43 (0)4248 / 2722 
office@gerlitzen.com

www.gerlitzen.com

Tourism information 
Sattendorf

Ossiacher See Straße 7 
9520 Sattendorf

Tel.: +43 (0)4248 / 2336 
office@ossiachersee.info

www.ossiachersee.info

Attractions
Kanzelhöhe Adventure Arena A

Kids love the giant trampolines, playground, 
e-karts, tubing and the wooden ball track in 
the children‘s park! Right next to this you 
find the lake.bike Kids Bike Park with 5 
awesome Bino-Trails (bike and equipment 

rental on site). Another highlight: Carinthia’s biggest high 
ropes course that offers over 100 stations in an altitude 
between 1 and 15 metres.

Berg-Reich B
The northern part of Gerlitzen peak shows the 
collaborative work of Cornelia Warneke-Winkler 
and Johannes Matthiessen. This place was 
created to cherish the very fundamental part of 
Gerlitzen mountain.

Panorama Sun Deck C
This viewing platform is a must-do! The 
spectacular views show the vast beauty of 
Carinthia and you can also watch the 
numerous paragliders during their starting 
manoeuvres.

Wassererlebniswelt Neugarten D
A paradise for families with children: a crystal 
clear mountain lake, bubbling water streams, 
games for kids and a lot more! Right next to 
it, you can enjoy delicious homemade food in 
a traditional hut.

Asiatischer Steingarten  E
This truly touching place makes you enjoy the 
spectacular views over the eastern symbols 
of lake Ossiach while simply listening within. 
One very distinctive memorial stone carries 
a saying by the philisopher LAOTSE in 

chinese symbols. 

Gruß an Tibet F
These stone creatures symbolize the 
backbone: “Standing up tight, no matter the 
weight”. A very special place to rest.

Felsenseen and Felsenkapelle G
This place is all about the element of water. 
Directly above it, but well hidden, you can 
find a little rock chapel. This is a place to 
withdraw and think in stillness.

Noreia Himmelsleiter H
Have a seat on seven different spots: sense 
the energy of alpine flowers, clean your inner 
self and simply recharge.

Landschafts-Akupunktur I
Johannes Matthiessen designed the 
“Naturaugen”, the “Jakobsleiter” and the 
“Himmelsspirale” as places of mindfulness. Stop 
for a moment, show your respect for nature and 
connect with it!

Feuerberg Alpine Park J
 A forest playground, a motor skills course, a 
low ropes course and the Klaus Zlattinger 
gallery path await you in the Alpine Park. In 
addition you can also visit the path of 
philosophers and tranquil breathing and 
QiGong retreat places.

Observertory Kanzelhöhe K
Located on one of Austria‘s sunniest spots, this 
observatory provides important data for sun 
observations. Opening hours and guided tours 
are to be found under www.kso.ac.at. 

Steinerner Tisch  L
Over decades, this place was famous 
amongst hunters and alpine dairymen.  
A highlight for those searching for peace and 
silence in a beautiful and fantastic natural 
scenery.

Emergency numbers
EU Emergency: 112

Ambulance Service: 144

Fire Department: 122

Police: 133

Physician Emergency Service: 141

Mountain Rescue: 140

ÖAMTC Roadside Assistance: 120

ARBÖ Roadside Assistance: 123

Imprint: Publisher: Region Villach Tourismus GmbH, Gerlitzen-Kanzelbahn-Touristik GmbH & Co. KG 
Graphics: Infrastil*, Photos: Kärnten Werbung, Archive and Operations, Villach Tourismus GmbH: Martin Hofmann,  
Michael Stabentheiner, Franz Gerdl, Martin Steinthaler | tinefoto.com, Design-Photograph, Dr. Marianne Feiler;  
Martin Gfrerer mg-projects.at, infrastil*, by Knaus, pixelworld.at, Mountain Resort Feuerberg. 
Status: March 2024

Top hiking tours
All described routes can be either shortened or 
extended by following the marked hiking paths 
(highlighted in red). This way, all guests get to have the 
peak experience with 360° panoramic views.

I   Traumbogen Circuit  
 4,4 km |  1:30 h |  154 hm |  154 hm

This high-altitude promenade surrounding the peak of Gerlitzen 
Alpe is a hiking route for the body and the mind. Along the path, 
you will encounter many artworks and art installations with 
Carinthia’s beautiful scenery in the background.

II
  Kostale Path  
 7,3 km |  2:15 h |  97 hm |  563 hm

Right next to the Gipfelstation you can get the first “Kostale” (snack) 
in the Gipfelhaus. From there, you continue to Neugarten Almsee 
Hut for the second Kostale. The hike continues in the direction 
of Kanzelbahn mountain station, leading you to Pöllinger Hut for 
another treat. For the descent, you can hop on the Kanzelbahn 
cable car. 

III
  Seppl Hütte Circuit  
 8,2 km |  2:45 h |  444 hm |  444 hm

Medium-distanced loop trail going from Kanzelbahn mountain 
station to the traditional Seppl Hut and back. You start the tour 
heading from Kanzelbahn mountain station to the east, in the 
direction of Pöllingersiedlung.

IV
  Bergeralm Circuit  
 4,9 km |  1:30 h |  204 hm |  204 hm

Starting from Gerlitzen peak, you walk a short distance heading 
east, then you branch off heading south, where you encounter 
the Salutation to Tibet, landscape acupuncture, the Noreia 
Himmelsleiter, the rock lakes and the rock chapel. From the 
Bergeralm, you hike back up towards Kanzelbahn mountain 
station. 

V
  Kanzelhöhe Circuit  
 2,9 km |  1 h |  76 hm |  76 hm

Starting from Kanzelbahn mountain station, this buggy friendly 
path (only asphalt street or forest / meadow paths) is directed 
towards the Kanzelhöhe. From there, you easily ascent on a 
gravel path. Finishing off the loop, you stroll by a reservoir lake.

VI
  Gerlitzen Summit to Kanzelbahn  
 3,3 km |  1 h |  466 hm

Starting off at Gerlitzen peak, this easy hike along meadows and 
easily manageable hiking trails takes you to the paragliding and 
model airplane take-off sites and to the Alpengasthof Pacheiner 
as well as to Pöllinger Hut. Then you descent to Sunn Alm, which 
is right next to Kanzelbahn mountain station (1.440 m above sea 
level). This hike is especially suitable for families with children and 
for beginners.

VII
  4 Huts Tour  
 9 km |  3 h |  322 hm |  322 hm

From Kanzelbahn mountain station, you follow a family friendly 
route to Steinwender Hut. Then, forest paths will lead you to 
Schlossbaueralm and to Kammer Hut. The next stop is at the 
Pöllinger Hütte, where you can relax on the sun terrace with a 
beautiful panorama. Finally, you walk a short distance back to 
Kanzelbahn mountain station and Sunn Alm.

Naturpark

  Summer 2024

Visit us also 
in winter
The best slopes in the heart of Carinthia
360° panoramic views 
20 cable cars and lifts 
32 perfectly groomed ski slopes 
15 ski huts with regional delicacies

info and 
hiking folder

www.bahnhofshuttlekaernten.at

BOOKING: 
until 8 pm the 
day before

Information &  booking: 
+43 4242 42000 24

FROM THE RAILWAY STATION 
DIRECTLY TO YOUR 
ACCOMMODATION

THE EASY 
WAY
TO YOUR STAY

www.lake.bike

Mehr Infos  
zum Thema MTB

More info about MTB
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Biking is forbidden on 
all hiking trails! The Kids 

Bike Park and the Entry to 
the single trail are solely 

accessible via the Kanzelbahn 
or the toll road from Treffen.

Hiking Trail
Hikers only. No biking.

The routes marked in red 
are for hikers only.

Short-distance target

Middle-distance target

Long-distance target

Path holder VII
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Path Nr.

Path Nr.

Path Nr.

Color 
=

Level of 
diffi  culty
lt. ÖAV

Top Hiking Tours

Pictogram

Hiking signposts  
in the terrain

KÄRNTNER TOURENPORTAL 
Ihr digitaler Tourguide
Your digital tour guide

ALPE ADRIA TRAIL
Vom Gletscher bist zum Meer
From the glacier to the seas.

ERLEBNIS CARD
Kostenfrei bei teilnehmenden Gastgebern
Available for free at all participating hosts

URLAUB GEWINNEN
WIN A HOLIDAY
Feedback geben und Urlaub gewinnen!
Give feedback and win a holiday!


